Create, Conduct, Control

Assessment

Conduct effective assessment. Deliver to the
requirements of the principles of assessment
and rules of evidence using Cloud Assess.

Create, Conduct, Control Assessment
RTOs need to deliver to the requirements of the principles of assessment and rules of evidence. Cloud Assess is a system designed to support how RTOs deliver such requirements in a flexible and efficient way, using today’s technology.
Features
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Cloud Assess is designed to enable you to
work the way you need to, highly flexible
and adapatible to suit a broad range of
applications. Features include:
- RPL work-flow
- Revision control
- Mobile / off-line
- Dynamic editing
- Evidence uploads
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“Cloud Assess bridges the gap
between online and face to face”
Mark Matthews
Sydney Theatre School
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- Signatures
- Work-flow automation
- Unit cover sheets
- Media rich
- Unit mapping

Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au
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Mapping

Whether it’s performance evidence, knowledge evidence
or assessment conditions, ensure you’re covering
everything you should, no matrices in sight.

Mapping
Cloud Assess is built by and for the VET sector. We understand the importance of linking unit requirements to assessments and so we built unique mapping capabilities. It is designed to make life easier by increasing your efficiency and
ensuring compliance along the way. Features include:

Easy to use, check-box design

Gap analysis

Reporting for continuous improvement

Ensure you have all the requirements
of your unit(s) covered. Performance
criteria, performance and knowledge
evidence, assessment conditions,
all mapped to the content of your
assessments.

Once you’ve marked or reviewed
a candidate’s submission, you can
instantly analyse and understand
where the skills or knowledge gaps
fall in order to provide a training
plan in minutes, saving you hours.

Review your submission history & produce
an analysis report instantly breaking down
and highlighting a range of opportunities
to improve across the principles of
assessment.

“I can’t wait for the next ASQA audit!”
Peger Rundle-Curry, J&P
Richardson Industries

Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au
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Branding
Your Logo, Your Colours,
Your Solution

Branding
For most companies, a seamless flow of company culture, look and feel is of great importance as it takes users on a
corporate journey. Cloud Assess can be installed as a fully branded system using your style guide, including logo and
corporate colours, making it look like your very own Assessment Platform. Features include:
Your brand presented at every touch point
Present your users with your brand and corporate
colours through your unique sub-domain, all within
our responsive interface. We even brand email
communications to provide a complete package.
Sharp presentation
No blurred logos. We convert your logo into vector
graphics to ensure that no matter what device or
browser, your brand is presented in the sharpest way
possible.
Branded iOS App
The ultimate in presentation. We can provide your
account with an iOS app just for your users. Home
screen button, login screens, tour screens all aligned to
your corporate identity.
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Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au
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Forms & Work-flow

A truly paperless system that enables automated processes
so you can focus on other priorities.

Forms & Work-flow
Are sustainable practices important to your RTO? Traditionally paper has been the backbone of any RTO due to the
heavy legislative obligations to fulfil. Cloud Assess provide a truly paperless solution that aligns to the requirements of
competency based training and assessment. You no longer need to waste resources printing and processing paper, you
can now use Cloud Assess, an efficient online platform. Features include:

Eliminate paperwork

Web-forms & payment

Work-flow

Support your RTO workflows with
forms for your users that are all
retained for your team to process. Use
for feedback, grievance, enquiries,
or whatever you require, with the
amazing range of fields that you get
in assessments.

Deploy your forms outside of your
Cloud Assess account to gather
information from prospects or
inquiries via your website. Also
take payments for enrolments,
workshops or as part of a form.

Automate communications and actions
based on a range of events to make
your work-flows smooth and seamless
with our unique and powerful workflow engine.

“We eliminated more than 99% of our
printing at one of our facilities in the
first month of implementation.”
Nick Bottrall, EIM Training

Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au
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Offline

No signal, no problem. Off-line functionality to keep you on
track, when you’re off the beaten track.

Offline
Assessors and Students can work in Cloud Assess even when there is no internet connection. This allows those in
remote areas or where wi-fi may not be accessible, to still be able to complete assessments and synchronise when back
in range. Here is an overview of the how it works:
A truly mobile app
No reception, no problem. You can use our iOS app
to work without the need for internet and support
assessment in remote areas.
Check-out
Before you go out in the field simply check-out the
assessments that you want to work on and complete in
the field or workplace.
Re-sync
After you’ve completed your assessments in the field
and you are back in range of wi-fi or mobile internet, you
can re-sync your records and they’re securely retained.
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Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au
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Integration

Off-the-shelf integration solutions to make your work-flows
between Cloud Assess and your student management
system seamless.

Integration
Cloud Assess is designed to support how people in RTOs want and need to work today. Your RTO may already have
various functional systems for accounting, marketing and student management. If purchasing another system,
seamless integration is invaluable enabling systems to ‘talk’ to each other, saving you and your staff time and effort by
avoiding double entry and as such creating one system.
Now you have the ability to combine Cloud Assess’s
powerful assessment platform in this way with a host
of student management systems including Wisenet,
VETtrak, aXcelerate and JobReady.

Cloud Assess Integration Features include:
Auto enrolments
Take your enrolments from your Student Management
System (SMS) and push them into Cloud Assess at the
click of a button. No doubling up on data entry.
Live resulting
Once results are in, you can automatically transfer them
from Cloud Assess to your SMS with our live integration.
No processing or time wasting.
Custom integration
If you use a less common system then we are happy
to work with your team to provide a seamless solution
through our fully documented and open API.
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Try Cloud Assess for free today
to discover the benefits,
visit www.cloudassess.com.au

